Introduction

This index includes three parts: Subject Index, Author Index, and Deaths. Medical terminology follows MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), used for PubMed and other indexes and databases produced by the National Library of Medicine. Non-MeSH terms are those preferred by the author or commonly used within the discipline.

Subject Index

A
Abbott, Greg
[proclamation on fifteenth anniversary of tort reform] (Pulse), Nov p 4
TEXPAC endorsement, 2018 primary, Mar p 39
Abdulbaki, Mahmoud
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32
Abell, Mary Anderson and Joseph M.
donors, “The First Recorded Surgical Operation in North American: Cabeza de Vaca, 1535” (Looking Back), May p 6
Abortion
Texas fetal-remains disposal law nullified (Rounds), Nov p 11
ACA. See Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
Accountable Care Organizations
ACOs and Medicare shared savings: by the numbers, Dec p 21
the edge of success: TMA PracticeEdge helps ACO save nearly $2 million, Mar p 10
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21
population health management: the power of physician leaders (Contract Clause of the Month) (Commentary), Feb pp 12–13
Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN)
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31
Acupuncture
proposal would maintain unauthorized scope for chiropractors (Rounds), Oct p 14
Adams, Jerome
[on gun violence] (Rounds), Aug p 14
Adaptation, Psychological
letting ZDOGG off the chain, Apr pp 31–35 (photo)
Advanced Practice Nursing
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31
AMA House resolution on APRN Multistate Compact (Rounds), Jan p 18
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27
medical associations challenge nursing boards council (Rounds), Jul pp 13–14
rules of delegation, Sep p 26
Advertising
looking back: statues of medications (Pulse), Apr p 6
African Americans
[Hurricane Harvey impacts on], Aug p 20
Agilon Health
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it's not so easy, Dec p 25
Air Ambulances
James Kempema, MD, Travis County STAR Flight's medical director (Q&A), 24–25 (photo)
Air Pollution
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes to better understand their patients' health problems, May p 45
Aldrete, James
Texas physicians advised to step up involvement in campaigns, Jan p 36 (photo)
Alexander, Mathew
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep p 17
Alford, Steven
does hospital plan to give CRNAs autonomy? (Rounds), Sep pp 10–11

Alliance for Innovation on Maternal Health (AIM)
finding ways to save new moms: TMA’s Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas’ maternal mortality rate, May p 38

Allison, Steve
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12
running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May p 41

Allliance ACO
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21

Allman, Jennifer Carr
Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops support for SB 11, Mar p 29

Alternative Payment Models (APMs)
key changes to QPP in 2018: what you need to know (Rounds), Feb pp 17–18
new options for Medicare’s 2019 QPP (Rounds), Nov p 8
review your Medicare quality scores before Oct. 1 (Rounds), Sep p 10
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17

Alvarez, Jorge
Q&A [as care provider at 2013 Boston Marathon bombing], Apr pp 28–29 (photo)

Ambulatory Care Facilities
partnership puts medical students in outpatient facilities (Rounds), May p 18

American Academy of Physician Assistants (AAPA)
physician assistants consider name change (Rounds), Aug pp 11–12

American Association of Medical Society Executives (AAMSE)
[Steve Levine as president], Sep p 2

American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS)
is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 38–40

American Medical Association
House of Delegates

AMA house tackles scope challenges, payment problems (Rounds), Jan pp 16–20
AMA roundup: House tackles nation’s ills (Rounds), Aug pp 14–17
better MOC? (Rounds), Aug p 15
burnout needs more than a Band-Aid (Rounds), Jan p 18
a “consistent national strategy” on scope incursions (Rounds), Jan p 18
drug shortages as urgent public health crisis (Rounds), Aug pp 15–16
fighting opioid abuse with science (Rounds), Aug p 14
modifier 25 pushback (Rounds), Jan p 18
[on gun violence and mental health system inadequacies] (Rounds), Aug p 14
other issues merit action (Rounds), Jan pp 19–21, Aug pp 16–17
Texans, Texas ideas prevail (Rounds), Aug p 16
Texas delegates and committee appointments (Rounds), Jan pp 18–19
Texas delegates elected to Medical Student Section Region 3 leadership positions (Rounds), Aug p 16
Texas policy proposals winning support in House (Rounds), Aug p 16
TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10

American Red Cross
fighting on two fronts; the only female Texas physician to serve in World War I broke barriers in more ways than one, Aug pp 36–39

Analgesics, Non-narcotic
“the future” of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 38–42

Analgesics, Opioid
CDC opioid recommendations (Legislative Affairs), Dec p 41
effects of opioid and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs on chronic low back pain and related measures: results from the PRECISION Pain Research Registry (Abstract), Oct p 6
“the future” of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 38–42
Analgesics, Opioid (continued)
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
the morphine access gap, Apr p 40
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec pp 40–43
Texas gets $46 million to fight opioid abuse (Rounds), Dec pp 10–11

Anecdotes
[communication using] (Pulse), Apr p 4
Angelo State University (San Angelo) through TMA, students at two Texas universities receive HPV vaccinations (Rounds), Apr pp 23–24, 26 (photo)

Anti-Inflammatory Agents, Non-Steroidal
effects of opioid and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs on chronic low back pain and related measures: results from the PRECISION Pain Research Registry (Abstract), Oct p 6

Appel, Noah
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41 (photo)

Aquino, Alejandro
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32

Archives
highlighting medical artifacts from TMA’s archives (Pulse), Jan p 8

Arnold, Shirley
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun p 32 (photo)

Ashbel Smith Hall (Austin)
a building falls, but TMA stands tall (Pulse), May p 4

Ashby, Trent
rural residencies: Texas Tech’s rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec p 36

Assistant Physicians
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 22–26

Attitude of Health Personnel
remembering the tailwinds; think of the good things in medicine, too (Commentary), Apr p 14

sound off on the state of medicine (Rounds), May p 17

Austin Regional Clinic (ARC)
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it’s not so easy, Dec pp 22–25

Autopsy
improving health by examining the dead (Looking Back), Feb p 52
Q&A on, Mar p 30
stillbirth still a problem in Texas; new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that’s difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct pp 37–39
what Texas physicians were reading in February 1988 (Looking Back), Feb p 52

Aventa, Tony
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug p 32

Awards and Prizes
Realini, Janet, receives American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology Distinguished Service Award (Newsmakers), Jun p 13
science teachers recognized for excellence in teaching (Imaging), Jul p 32
these Texas physicians are Health Heroes (Pulse), Aug p 4 (photo)

Ayers, Carl
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul pp 10–11

B
Bachmann, Michael
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul pp 10–11

Bailes, Ernest
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Bailey, Heather
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37

Bailey, Susan Rudd
AMA house tackles scope challenges, payment problems (Rounds), Jan p 16 (photo)
Bailey, Susan Rudd (continued)
reelection as Speaker of AMA House of Delegates (Rounds), Aug p 14 (photo), Aug p 18
a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec p 29

Balance Billing
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46

Bana, Sinan
alternate delegate to AMA house (Rounds), Jan p 19

Barbe, David
AMA house tackles scope challenges, payment problems (Rounds), Jan p 16 (photo)
AMA president (photo), Jul p 30
on modifier 25 pushback (Rounds), Jan p 18

Barratt, Harriet
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37

Bartlett, Richard
giving the world a helping hand; Odessa-area physician takes his skills overseas to help those facing war and poverty (Profile), Apr p 48 (photo)

Basketball
this surgeon [David R. Schmidt] puts broken Spurs back in the NBA saddle (Profile), Jun pp 18–19 (photo)

Bates, Evan
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32 (photo)

Beahm, Paul
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec p 41

Bearse, Eric
Texas physicians advised to step up involvement in campaigns, Jan p 36 (photo)

Becerra, Ivan
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 32–37 (photo)

Bell, Ira
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul p 16

Bell, Keith
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12

Belskie, Abram
artifact: medal commemorating William Crawford Gorgas, MD, by sculptor Abram Belskie, issued in 1969 (Looking Back), Jul p 6

Benge, Jim
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43

Benge and Kelsey-Seybold Medical Group v. Williams
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43

Benton, Timothy
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 34, 37

Berberian, Esteban
the way back; lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey's wrath, Aug p 27 (photo)

Berger, Alisa
a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec p 28

Berger, Michelle
[AMA policy on nonphysician screening tests], Jan p 18
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 26 (photo)

Bernica, Greg
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 16

Bias, Travis
[immunizations and luxury to choose, blog posting] (Pulse), May p 4
Blackstock, Mathis
artifact: Spencer microscope donation (Looking Back) (Pulse), Jun p 10

Bloink, Jacqueline
what to do when employees steal: medical practices are a ripe target for embezzlement, Sep p 29

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Texas (BCBSTX)
Blue Cross to put off HMO emergency coverage policy until August (Rounds), Jul p 12
blues to adjust denied ERS claims (Rounds), Jun p 15
population health management: the power of physician leaders (Contract Clause of the Month) (Commentary), Feb pp 12–13

Boatright, Donna
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec p 34

Bonnen, Greg
you have MOC questions; TMA's new white paper can help (Rounds), Apr p 22

Borstein, Sue
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21

Boston Marathon Bombing (2013)
Jorge Alvarez, cardiologist [as care provider at Boston Marathon bombing] (Q&A), Apr pp 28–29 (photo)

Boswell, Joshua
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas' ban on corporate practice, Jul p 40

Botsford, Lindsay
a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec p 28

Bramlett, Taylor
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37

Brewer, Madison
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug p 32

Briggs, Emily
stillbirth still a problem in Texas; new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that's difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct p 37 (photo)
a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec pp 28 (photo), 29

Brindley, Paul
lasting safety precautions come from disaster (Looking Back), Oct p 9 (Pulse)

Brooks, Benjy Frances
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10

Brownfield, Matt
Texas physicians advised to step up involvement in campaigns, Jan p 36 (photo)

Bruggeman, Adam
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45 (photo)

Bryant, David
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45

Buck, Ernest
Medicaid credentialing made simple [TMA partnership with TAHP], Jan pp 46–47

Buckingham, Dawn
election 2018: continuing the fight; TEXPAC support for medicine-minded candidates in key primary races, Mar pp 37–38
[featured on cover of Texas Medicine], Aug p 41 (photo)
you have MOC questions; TMA's new white paper can help (Rounds), Apr p 22

Buena Vista y Salud (ACO)
mariage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 18, 20

Burgess, Michael
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10
TMA calls on feds to protect Medicaid patients' access to tests (Rounds), Sep p 10
Burke, Norma
science teachers recognized for excellence in
teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Burnett, Leanne
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul
could box in doctors, Oct pp 20
(photo), 22

Burnout, Professional
"2016 Survey of America's Physicians" on
physician morale, Apr pp 10, 12
battling burnout; some quarters of organized
medicine offer physicians tools, outlets
for their frustration, Apr pp 10–13
burnout needs more than a Band-Aid
(Rounds), Jan p 18
letting ZDOGG off the chain, Apr pp 31–35
(photo)
response to "Battling Burnout": burnout has
roots in competence (Letter), Jun p 4
Texhaustion, Apr p 12
[TMA advocacy reducing red tape], Apr p 13
TMA can help, Apr p 12

Burns-Banks, Dianna
[featured on cover of Texas Medicine], Aug p
40 (photo)

Burruss, John W.
appointment to Texas Correctional Managed
Health Care Committee (Newsmakers),
Jun p 13

Butler, Ernest
science teachers recognized for excellence in
teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Butler, Sarah
science teachers recognized for excellence in
teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Butlin, Jennifer
advanced education? TMA pushes state for
standards in APRN clinical training
(Legislative Affairs), Oct p 31

C
Caballero, Celeste
through TMA, students at two Texas
universities receive HPV vaccinations
(Rounds), Apr pp 26 (photo)

Callas, Ray
Newsmakers (Rounds), Apr p 23
surprise! balance billing still a focus at the
capitol, Apr p 16 (photo)
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan
pp 16, 18

Calver, Drew
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for
another legislative battle over surprise
bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46

Cancer. See Neoplasms; specific types of cancer

Cannabidiol
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype
for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp
32–34
response to "Oversold? will cannabis oil live up
to its hype for epilepsy patients in
Texas?" (Letter), Jun pp 4–5
the state of CBD legalization), May p 33

Cantúa, Alberto
minority students awarded TMA scholarships
(photo), Jul p 32

Capper, David
accepts TMA Foundation matching grant for
Project Access Tarrant County (PTAC)
(Pulse), Jan p 10 (photo)

Cardenas, Carlos J.
AMA house tackles scope challenges, payment
problems (Rounds), Jan p 16 (photo)
Blue Cross Texas chief: we're all on the "dark
side" (Rounds), Mar p 21
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort
reforms have provided needed
physician influx, Sep pp 17–18, 20
delegates direct TMA to end Texas maternal
deaths, Jul pp 29–30 (photo)
finding ways to save new moms; TMA's
Maternal Health Congress looks for
answers to Texas' maternal mortality
rate, May pp 36–38
friends and leaders: outgoing TMA, TDA
presidents complete the latest step on
"mirrored" journey, May pp 28–29
(photo)
[on maternal mortality and morbidity] (Pulse),
Jul p 8
[on naloxone use and availability] (Pulse), Jun
p 6
President Cardenas: a look back, May p 29
(photo)
protections preserved; Supreme Court
maintains liability suit immunity for
university-employed physicians (Law),
Jul pp 34–35
staying vigilant in an ever-changing digital
world (Rounds), Mar pp 18 (photo), 20
(photo)
Cardenas, Carlos J. *continued*

Texas share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 18
TMA: TMB should stop hiding experts’ reviews of complaints (Rounds), Jun pp 12–13 (photo)

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

how effective is CPR?, Mar p 27
pump up the (heart) beat, May p 31
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 25–29
Texas Two Step CPR save a life campaign (Imaging), May pp 30–31

Carlo, John

most Texans – including staunch Republicans – back vaccinations for school kids (Rounds), Oct p 18
[on vaccine opponents] (Pulse), Sep p 4
Texas share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 18

Carlton, Stephen Brint

former county judge named TMB executive director (Rounds), Jun p 15 (photo)

Carter, Kimberly

gonital conundrum: physicians fight Texas’ stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul pp 42–44

Casanova, Mark

Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 25–29 (photo)

Catalyst Health Network

partnership puts medical students in outpatient facilities (Rounds), May p 18

Cause of Death

the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27

Cazares, Joey

friends and leaders: outgoing TMA, TDA presidents complete the latest step on “mirrored” journey, May pp 28–29 (photo)

Center for Healthcare Quality and Payment Reform (CHQPR)

marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec p 21

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (U.S.)

[6/18 initiative], Feb p 26

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (U.S.)

CMS delays dramatic payment changes (Rounds), Dec p 8
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct pp 21–25
key changes to QPP in 2018: what you need to know (Rounds), Feb pp 17–18
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33

Certification

better MOC? (Rounds), Aug p 15
can 34,616 physicians be wrong about MOC? (Rounds), Sep p 13
is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 38–40
the new MOC law: get the facts, Jun p 39
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44
you have MOC questions; TMA’s new white paper can help (Rounds), Apr pp 20–22

Cervical neoplasms

talk to patients about HPV; the vaccine can stop deadly cancers, Mar p 46

Chagas Disease

swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25

Chesnut, Michelle

[featured on cover of *Texas Medicine*], Aug p 40 (photo)

Chickenpox

talk to patients about varicella, Sep p 46

Chikungunya Virus

swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25

Child, Foster

physician examination of, Mar p 34

Child, Hospitalized

dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37
Child Abuse
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul pp 10–11
Child Protective Services (CPS)
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35
impact of SB 11 on, Mar p 33
Children
snapshot of the littlest Texans (Pulse), Jan p 6
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
decade-long funding for CHIP ends nervous uncertainty, Apr pp 16–17
Children's Health Pediatric Group
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27
Children's Hospital GME Support Reauthorization Act of 2018
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10
Childs, Tilden L
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov pp 27 (photo), 28
Chiropractic
proposal would maintain unauthorized scope for chiropractors (Rounds), Oct p 14
Chlamydia Infections
[increase in, 2001–2016], Sep p 41
Chloroform
artifact: glass chloroform bottle (Looking Back), Dec p 4 (photo)
a compound debate (Looking Back), Dec p 4
Choice Behavior
the people in population health: to improve Texas' overall well-being, all Texans must be able to choose well (Commentary), Feb p 6
Christian Care Ministry
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32 (photo)
Christus Spohn Health System
does hospital plan to give CRNAs autonomy? (Rounds), Sep pp 10–11
Chronic Disease
the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27
Ciamaichella, Ellia
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
City of Dickinson v. Texas Windstorm Insurance Association (TIWA)
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals (Law), Dec pp 44–45
Clack, Zoanne
best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey's Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48
Clare, Belinda
on TCMS Physician Wellness Program, Apr p 12
Clauw, Daniel
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr p 40
Cline, Rachel
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37
Clinical Clerkships
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 32–34
partnership puts medical students in outpatient facilities (Rounds), May p 18
Clinical Laboratory Services
TMA calls on feds to protect Medicaid patients' access to tests (Rounds), Sep p 10
TMA: Medicaid patients could lose access to clinical tests (Rounds), Jul p 14
Clinical Trials, Phase III
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep p 43
Clinton, Chelsea
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct pp 24–25
Coffman, Valerie
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34
Coleman, P.C.
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)
Collegiality
friendly ties: Jacksonville OB-Gyn hopes rural docs and big centers can build collegiality (Profile), Sep p 48

Collier, Nicole
surprise! balance billing still a focus at the capitol, Apr p 16

Combs, Shanna
CMV: under the radar, Jul p 43

Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE)
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31

Community Health Workers
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 28–32

Community Mental Health Grant Program
grants awarded (Rounds), Aug p 12

Compassionate Use Act (2015)
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34

Computer Security
staying vigilant in an ever-changing digital world (Rounds), Mar pp 18, 20–21

Confidentiality
lawsuit questions hospital employee's firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
office cleaners clean up on patient files (Rounds), Sep p 10
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals (Law), Dec pp 44–45

Consumer Health Information
the most Googled health problem in Texas, Oct pp 12–13 (Pulse)

Cooper, M. Brett
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 18–19

Coretese, Jack L.
joins TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Coroners and Medical Examiners
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp 26–27
Q&A on, Mar p 30

Corporate Practice of Medicine. See Professional Corporations

Cosper, Scott
running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May p 40 (photo)

Cost Control
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21

Cost Sharing
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32

Council on Health Care Quality, TMA
MACRA corner: TMA wants to hear from you on the QPP (Rounds), Apr p 22

Cowles, Charles E. Jr
joins TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Cox, E.S.
looking back: Texan among physicians who put their stamp on treating leprosy (Pulse), Mar p 6

Credentialing
Medicaid credentialing made simple [TMA partnership with TAHP], Jan pp 46–47

Crimmins, Patrick
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar p 34

Crotty, Allison
screening for suicide, Nov p 21

Crowley, Patrick D.
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 26

Curran, Douglas W.
Blue Cross to put off HMO emergency coverage policy until August (Rounds), Jul p 12

Curran, Douglas W.
country doctor takes the reins [TMA president], Jul p 28 (photo)
fixing Medicaid MCOs' flaws; TMA offers potential solutions to grave managed care problems (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 32–34 (photo)
Curran, Douglas W. *continued*
getting personal: incoming TMA president will stress stronger patient relationships, access to care, May pp 23–26 (photo) "Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10 receives TMA Health Hero award (Pulse), Aug p 4 (photo) [remarks on installation as TMA president] (Pulse), Jul p 4 saving Texas mothers' lives possible, report shows (Rounds), Oct pp 15–16 a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec p 30 taking out the garbage [prospects for Medicaid improvements], May p 26 TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10 TMA disputes consent form changes (Rounds), Dec pp 9–10

Curtis, L. Gail
physician assistants consider name change (Rounds), Aug pp 11–12

Cytomegalovirus Infections
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul p 43

D

Damania, Zubin
letting ZDOGG off the chain, Apr pp 31–35 (photo) whom we're following (Pulse), Mar p 4 ZDogMD takes bite out of modern health care, Jul p 29 (photo)

Das, Tara
can Texas do death better? [Texas Electronic Register], Jan pp 28 TxEVER at TMA's winter conference, Jan pp 30

Data Collection
can Texas do death better?, Jan pp 26–31

Davis, Genevieve
[disaster planning], Aug p 29 [on health care-sharing ministries], Aug p 32

Davis, Sarah
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20 Texas physicians advised to step up involvement in campaigns, Jan p 36 (photo)

TEXPAC endorsement, 2018 primary, Mar pp 38–39 (photo)

De Gama, Cabeza
explorer paved way for surgery in Texas (Looking Back), May p 6

Dean v. Harris County et al.
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp 26–27

Death Certificates
can Texas do death better?, Jan pp 26–31 [fetal death records], Oct pp 38–39 finding ways to save new moms; TMA's Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38

Delegation, Professional
"Delegation of Duties by a Physician to a Nonphysician" (TMA White Paper), Sep p 24
rules of delegation, Sep p 26

Delivery of Health Care
Blue Cross Texas chief: we're all on the "dark side" (Rounds), Mar p 21
clear direction: the best course for providing health care lies between entitlements and options (Commentary), Mar pp 12, 14
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 28–32

Demography
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes to better understand their patients' health problems, May pp 44–45
mapping morbidity; what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41

Dengue Fever
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25

Denton, Morris
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34

Deshpande, Salil
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul p 21
Dewar, Emily
election as speaker of AMA Medical Student Section (Rounds), Aug p 16

Dhara, Chrisette
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31 (photo)

Dickey, James
partisanship question draws divided answers, Jan p 37 (photo)

Disaster Planning
preparing for the next one, Aug pp 27–29
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan pp 16–18
TMA makes medicine’s case post-Harvey, Mar pp 44–45

Disclosure
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41
TMA disputes consent form changes (Rounds), Dec pp 9–10

Doan, Ellis
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas’ ban on corporate practice, Jul p 41

Donahue, Angie
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Doyle, Mike
lawsuit questions hospital employee’s firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct (Law), Nov pp 23–24
the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr p 45, Apr pp 44, 47

Driscoll Health Plan
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21

Drug Administration Schedule
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33

Drug and Narcotic Control
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr p 42

Drug Costs
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45

Drug Development
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42–45

Drug Overdose
prescription opioid overdose deaths and death rates, Apr p 39

Drug Prescriptions
federal bill would limit opioid scripts for acute pain; pain doctors say three-day supply is arbitrary and inadequate, Jun pp 42–44
make sure you prescribe properly for RSV (Rounds), Nov pp 10–11
new prescription form glitches fixed (Rounds), Nov p 8
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec pp 40–43
prescribe controlled substances? the times they are a-changing (Rounds), Oct p 14
response to "Are you ready for changes to opioid prescribing in Texas?" (Texas Medicine Today), Dec p 6 (Letter)

Drug Shortages
as urgent public health crisis (Rounds), Aug pp 15–16

Drug Utilization
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33

Du, Bonnie
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32

Dudensing, Jamie
Medicaid credentialing made simple [TMA partnership with TAHP], Jan pp 46–47

Duerr, James
"we don’t want to go back to those days, ever" (Profile), Jul p 48

Duncan, Charles
can Texas do death better? [Texas Electronic Register], Jan pp 30–31

Dutton, Richard
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45 (photo)
Dyann Daley
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul pp 10–11

E
Economics, Medical

corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas' ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27
increasingly in debt (Pulse), Dec p 5
self-employed vs. employed pay gap narrows (Pulse), Sep p 4
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33

Education, Medical

artifacts: wax moulages (Looking Back), Nov p 7 (Pulse)
the beginnings of a model medical education (Looking Back), Nov p 7 (Pulse)
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 32–34
Houston students to receive full med school ride (Rounds), Sep p 13
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40–43
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 34–39
partnership puts medical students in outpatient facilities (Rounds), May p 18
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 32–37
stopping the bleeding (Commentary), Jan pp 12–14

Education, Medical, Continuing

TexMed 2018 CME transcripts online (Pulse), Sep p6

Education, Medical, Graduate

projected annual funding for residencies in Texas, 2018, Jan p 33
projected Texas medical graduates vs. projected entry-level residencies, Jan p 33

Ehrlich, Lisa

"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov pp 26 (photo), 28
testimony supporting Hurricane Harvey Rescue Act (Pulse), Jan p 4

TMA makes medicine's case post-Harvey, Mar p 44 (photo)

Electronic Death Certificates. See Texas Electronic Register (TER)

Electronic Health Records

battling burnout; some quarters of organized medicine offer physicians tools, outlets for their frustration, Apr p 10
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 26–30
EHRs by the numbers (Pulse), Sep p6
get a pass on MIPS EHR category (Rounds), Dec p 9
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 43, 46
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39
[transition costs for group practices], Dec p 23

Electronic Mail

changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 26–30
email from state PMP legitimate, TMA can confirm (Rounds), May pp 17–18
HIPAA: emailing and texting patients, Jun p 29
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 47–48

Emergency Medical Services

James Kempema, MD, Travis County STAR Flight's medical director (Q&A), 24–25 (photo)
stopping the bleeding (Commentary), Jan pp 12–14
Employee Retirement System of Texas
blues to adjust denied ERS claims (Rounds), Jun p 15
End-of-Life Care. See Terminal Care
Epilepsy
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34
response to "Oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?" (Letter), Jun pp 4–5
Eppes, Catherine
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul pp 42–44 (photo)
[featured on cover of Texas Medicine], Aug p 41 (photo)
getting ahead of the flu: the 2017–18 season was one of the worst in recent years; can physicians make the next one better?, Oct p 43
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 44–45 (photo)
Equipment and Supplies
artifact: doctor's bag (Looking Back), Sep p 5
artifact: mortar and pestle (Looking Back), Oct p 9
artifact: Spencer microscope donation (Looking Back), Jun p 10
highlighting medical artifacts from TMA's archives (Pulse), Jan p 8
Erdner, Jeffrey
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32 (photo)
Eskew, James
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 26–30 (photo)
Ether
a compound debate (Looking Back), Dec p 4
Ethics, Medical
the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp 44–47
Evidence-Based Medicine
remembering the tailwinds; think of the good things in medicine, too (Commentary), Apr p 14
Expert Testimony
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals (Law), Dec pp 44–45

F
Fairbrother, Hilary
chair-elect of AMA Young Physician Section (Rounds), Aug p 16
Fairchild, Wayne
TEXPAC endorsement, 2018 primary, Mar p 39
Farella, Angelina
the way back; lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey's wrath, Aug pp 25 (photo), 26–28
Farias, Rebecca
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov p 40 (photo)
Farias, Victoria
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec p 20
Federal Trade Commission
position on state corporate practice of medicine bans, Jul p 38
Fee Schedules
CMS delays dramatic payment changes (Rounds), Dec p 8
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct pp 21–25
four levels, one payment rate, Oct p 23
Fees and Charges
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46
Feisinger, Troy
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45
Fetus
Texas fetal-remains disposal law nullified (Rounds), Nov p 11
Financial Management
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it's not so easy, Dec pp 22–25
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Finch, Dan  
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31

Findley, J. Chase  
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40–43

Fine, Diana L  
Texas College of Emergency Physicians creates award honoring (Newsmakers), Jun p 13

Fine, Robert  
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 26 (photo)

Finkelstein, Jeremy  
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46 (photo)

Fisher, A'ndrea  
science teachers recognized for excellence in teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Fite, Diana L.  
make your TMA Foundation gift felt all year long (Rounds), Mar pp 22–23

minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32

science teachers recognized for excellence in teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 18

Fleeger, David C.  
Austin surgeon chosen TMA president-elect, Jul p 29 (photo)

Flores, John  
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct p 24

election to governing council of AMA Organized Medical Staff Section (Rounds), Aug p 16

health plans sue TDI over surprise billing, Nov p 45

state step therapy measure a key win for TMA, Nov p 32

Floyd, Gary  
better MOC? (Rounds), Aug p 15

Flynn, Stuart D.  
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 34, 35

THECB approves new medical schools (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9

Fonseca, Alan  
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 33–34

Fonternot, Sarah Freymann  
what it's like to be dying (blog post), Aug p 4 (Pulse)

Foodborne Diseases  
[increase in, 2001–2016], Oct p 35

Foster Home Care  
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35

Frame, Donald C.  
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug p 32

Franklin, Martin  
mariage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21

Fraud  
alert: scammers demanding "fine" payments for drug purchases (Rounds), Jul p 13

Freedenthal, Stacey  
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 17–21

Freeman, Georgeanne  
Austin family physician quenches her patients' thirst for improved health (Q&A), Nov pp 14–15 (photo)

Frey, Julie  
science teachers recognized for excellence in teaching (photo), Jul p 32

Frost, Randall  
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp 26–27

Fuller, Gregory  
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33 (photo)

G  
Gaines, Sonja  
Texas gets $46 million to fight opioid abuse (Rounds), Dec pp 10–11

Gale, Jessica  
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping
San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 35–38 (photo)

Gardner, Michael
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32 (photo)

Garretson, Melissa
member, AMA Reference Committee on AMA Governance and Finance (Rounds), Jan p 19

Garza, Debbie
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec p 42

Geographic Mapping
mapping morbidity; what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41

George, Marina
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 24, 26

Georgulas, Anne
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31

Geriatrics
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct p 25

Giacobbe, Lauren
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43

Gicheru, Sidney (photo), Jul p 29
Gift Giving
make your TMA Foundation gift felt all year long (Rounds), Mar pp 22–23

Gilmore, Jane
appointment as student regent, Texas Tech University System Board of Regents (Rounds), Aug p 12 (photo)

Gomez, Miguel
lawsuit questions hospital employee's firing (Rounds), Sep p 12
punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct (Law), Nov pp 23–24 (photo)

the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp 44–47

Gonorrhea
[increase in, 2001–2016], Sep p 41

Gonzalez, Mary
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Gooden, Lance
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12
running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May pp 41–42

Goree, Kearia
Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug p 23 (photo)

Gorgas, William Crawford
artifact: medal commemorating William Crawford Gorgas, MD, by sculptor Abram Belskie, issued in 1969 (Looking Back), Jul p 6

Grass Burrs
stuck on grass burrs (Looking Back), Aug p 8

Grayson, Kim
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov p 43

Green, Gene
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10

Greer, David
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 27 (photo)

Grey, Charles Eric
joins TMA Foundation board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Grey's Anatomy (television)
best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey's Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48

Gross, Georgiana
gala to celebrate the TMA Foundation's 25th anniversary (Rounds), Feb pp 18–19 (photo)

Gross, Sheldon
gala to celebrate the TMA Foundation's 25th anniversary (Rounds), Feb pp 18–19 (photo)
Group Practice
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it's not so easy, Dec pp 22–25

Guillen, Ryan
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Gunby, Robert
a moment to remember; Dallas OB-Gyn emotional about delivering first uterus transplant baby in the United States (Profile), Mar p 48

Guy, Charles
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec pp 40–43 (photo)

H
Haines, Rebecca
elected secretary/chair for Region 3 AMA Medical Student Section (Rounds), Aug p 16

Halgrimson, James
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 19, 21

Hall, Pamela
"we don't want to go back to those days, ever." (James Duerr Profile), Jul p 48

Hamilton, H.J.
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)

Hamm, William G.
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep p 20

Hancock, Kelly
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46 state step therapy measure a key win for TMA, Nov p 32 surprise! balance billing still a focus at the capitol, Apr p 16

Handal, Gilbert
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 27 (photo)

Happily Ever After Healers
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37

Haragan, Kelly
[environmental effects of Hurricane Harvey], Aug p 21

Hard Hats for Little Heads. See Head Protective Devices

Harmon, Gerald
TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10

Harmon, Kim
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21

Harris, Cody
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12 running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May p 41

Harris, Patrice
fighting opioid abuse with science (Rounds), Aug p 14

Harris County Medical Society (HCMS)
battling burnout; some quarters of organized medicine offer physicians tools, outlets for their frustration, Apr pp 12–13

Harrison, R.H.
physicians in the dark on yellow fever (Looking Back), Jul p 6

Hartman, Gordon
theme park is serious business, Jul p 32 (photo)

Haufrect, Eric
the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp 46–47

Hausknecht, Mark
a gentle role model: medicine mourns the death of revered cardiologist Mark Hausknecht (Profile), Oct p 48 (photo)

Hayes, Steven R.
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 26

Head Protective Devices
a little protection goes a long way: Hard Hats for Little Heads events across Texas a fitting way to keep kids safe (Imaging), Jun pp 36–37
Health Behavior

when talking to our patients about healthy choices, hit 'em when it hurts (Editor's Note), Mar p 2

Health Care Reform

analyst: Washington views docs as "part of the problem" (Rounds), Mar p 18

Health Communication

best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey's Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48

Health Information Exchange

measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 46–47

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 28–30

emailing and texting patients, Jun p 29

office cleaners clean up on patient files (Rounds), Sep p 10

quiz: test your HIPAA know-how, Jun p 30, Jun p 40

Health Records, Personal

measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb p 47

Health Status

snapshot of Texas' health in 2017 (Pulse), Mar p 8

Health Status Disparities

addressing health disparities: knowing neighborhoods' specific needs a step toward improving care (Commentary), Feb pp 8, 10

Health Workforce

coming up short [in rural areas], Dec p 37

a deepening shortage: the supply of primary care physicians is not keeping up with the demand, Dec p 38

how do Texas specialties stack up? (Pulse), Jun p 8

is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40–43

[physician shortage in rural areas], Dec p 36

physician shortage prompts new medical schools, Nov p 37

Texas counties without a psychiatrist, Nov p 42

Healthcare Financing

clear direction: the best course for providing health care lies between entitlements and options (Commentary), Mar pp 12, 14

Heard, T.J.

physicians in the dark on yellow fever (Looking Back), Jul p 6

Hearn, Patrick

first male president of TMA Alliance, Mar pp 40 (photo), 43

Heart Transplantation

Dallas surgeon leads hospital program that gives transplant patients a fresh look at their old heart (Q&A), Sep pp 8–9 (photo)

Heater, Debra

big steps for a healthy Texas: for six years, TMA has helped physicians get their communities moving (Imaging), Dec p 26

Hecht, Nathan L.

high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43

Heise, Jenna

front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 17–21 (photo)

Hellerstedt, John

finding ways to save new moms; TMA's Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38

Hemorrhage

stopping the bleeding (Commentary), Jan pp 12–14

Henkes, David

AMA house tackles scope challenges, payment problems (Rounds), Jan p 16

[on inadequacy of mental health systems] (Rounds), Aug p 14

TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10

Hensley, Justin

coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 14 (photo), 16–17

Hensley, Katherine

coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed
physician influx, Sep pp 14 (photo), 16–17
Henson, Shari
retirement as Texas Medicine managing editor
(Editor's Note), Apr p 2
Hepatitis
talk to patients about: hepatitis A, May p 46
Herpes Zoster Vaccine
talk to patients about varicella, Sep p 46
Held, Melissa
Blue Cross to put off HMO emergency
coverage policy until August (Rounds),
Jul p 12
Hill Country ACO
marriage material: independent practices are
finding success in commitment to
accountable care organizations, Dec pp
16–21
Hispanic Americans
[Hurricane Harvey impacts on], Aug p 20
History of Medicine
artifact: glass chloroform bottle (Looking
Back), Dec p 4 (photo)
a compound debate (Looking Back), Dec p 4
explorer paved way for surgery in Texas
(Looking Back), May p 6
fighting on two fronts; the only female Texas
physician to serve in World War I broke
barriers in more ways than one, Aug pp
36–39 (photos)
HIV Infections
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubbor
rates of congenital infections, Jul pp 43–44
Holcomb, John
can Texas do death better? [Texas Electronic
Register], Jan pp 28–29
on health care for aging population, Oct p 10
(Pulse)
Hollier, Lisa
finding ways to save new moms; TMA's
Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38 (photo)
Homes, Medical. See Patient Centered Care
Hopkins, Mary Agness
fighting on two fronts; the only female Texas
physician to serve in World War I broke barriers in more ways than one, Aug pp 36–39 (photo)
Hospital Internists of Texas (HIT)
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas' ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41
Hotez, Peter J.
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?,
Jun pp 21–25
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42–45
Howard, Ashley
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?,
Jun pp 22
Huang, Li-Yu Mitchell
through TMA, students at two Texas universities receive HPV vaccinations (Rounds), Apr pp 26 (photo)
Hughes, Linda
"women don't do that" (Profile), Jan p 48 (photo)
Human Papillomavirus Vaccines
HPV vaccine doomed from the start? not if you speak up (Editor's Note), Aug p 2
speak up: help improve state HPV vaccination rates (Rounds), Aug pp 10–11
Stephen J. Pont, MD: medical director,
Department of State Health Services
Office of Science and Population Health
(Q&A), May p 48
talk to patients about HPV; the vaccine can stop deadly cancers, Mar p 46
through TMA, students at two Texas universities receive HPV vaccinations (Rounds), Apr pp 23–24
Human Trafficking
out of the shadows: Lubbock physicians shine a light on sex trafficking and get victims needed care, Jun pp 46–47 (photo)
warning signs, Jun p 47
Hurley, Richard
federal bill would limit opioid scripts for acute pain; pain doctors say three-day supply is arbitrary and inadequate, Jun pp 42–44 (photo)
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44 (photo)
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Hurricane Harvey
[financial help from TMA Disaster Relief Fund] (Pulse), May p 10 (photo)
Hurricane Harvey recovery: by the numbers, Aug p 21
Hurricane Harvey by the numbers (Pulse), Apr p 4
Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug pp 18–22
Hurricane Harvey registry, Aug p 22
mental health challenges, Aug pp 21–22
public health impacts, Aug p 21
testimony supporting Hurricane Harvey Rescue Act (Pulse), Jan p 4
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan pp 16–18
TMA makes medicine's case post-Harvey, Mar pp 44–45
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17
the way back; lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey's wrath, Aug pp 24–29

Hydration, Intravenous
Austin family physician quenches her patients' thirst for improved health (Q&A), Nov pp 14–15 (photo)

I
Identity Theft
office cleaners clean up on patient files (Rounds), Sep p 10

Imaging
big steps for a healthy Texas: for six years, TMA has helped physicians get their communities moving, Dec p 26
a celebration of Texas medicine: TexMed 2018, Jul pp 28–33
a little protection goes a long way: Hard Hats for Little Heads events across Texas a fitting way to keep kids safe, Jun pp 36–37
Marshall Stein, M.D.: Texas Medical Association Facebook takeover, Apr pp 18–19
"Movember": mustaches for men's health, Nov pp 26–28
putting physicians front and center, Oct pp 32–33
state house call: a physician voice in the legislature, Sep p 31
Texas Two Step CPR save a life campaign, May pp 30–31


Immunization. See Vaccines and Vaccination

Inbox
response to "Are you ready for changes to opioid prescribing in Texas?", Dec p 6
response to "Battling Burnout": burnout has roots in competence, Jun p 4
response to "For overall health, there's no place like the medical home" (Texas Medicine Today), Jun p 5
response to "Keep them from harm and injustice," Dec p 6
response to "Oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?", Jun pp 4–5

Income
physician, Medicare payments steadily dropping (Pulse), Jan p 6
self-employed vs. employed pay gap narrows (Pulse), Sep p 4

Infant, Newborn, Diseases
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul pp 42–44

Infant Mortality
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes to better understand their patients' health problems, May p 44
U.S. infant mortality rates by state (Pulse), Mar p 8

Influenza
can practices require employees to get a flu shot?, Oct p 43
getting ahead of the flu: the 2017–18 season was one of the worst in recent years; can physicians make the next one better?, Oct pp 42–45
talk to patients about, Oct p 46–47

Informed Consent
about the Texas Medical Disclosure Panel, Jan pp 38
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43
procedures on informed consent lists revised (Rounds), Oct p 18
TMA disputes consent form changes (Rounds), Dec pp 9–10
Innovista Solutions
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21

Insect Vectors
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 20–25

Insurance, Health
Blue Cross Texas chief: we're all on the "dark side" (Rounds), Mar p 21
Blue Cross to put off HMO emergency coverage policy until August (Rounds), Jul p 12
TMA: keep short-term insurance short, Aug p 31

Insurance, Health, Reimbursement
blues to adjust denied ERS claims (Rounds), Jun p 15
CMS delays dramatic payment changes (Rounds), Dec p 8
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct pp 21–25
four levels, one payment rate, Oct p 23
modifier 25 pushback (Rounds), Jan p 18
physicians: prior authorizations an overwhelming burden (Pulse), May p 8
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32
surprise! balance billing still a focus at the capitol, Apr p 16
TMA: Medicaid patients could lose access to clinical tests (Rounds), Jul p 14

Insurance, Pharmaceutical Services
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing “fail-first” drug programs, Nov pp 30–33

Insurance Coverage
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46

Insurance Pools
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 30–32

Internet
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb p 48

the most Googled health problem in Texas, Oct pp 12–13 (Pulse)

Internship and Residency
best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey’s Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 32–35
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40–43
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word’s osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio’s poorest communities, Nov pp 38
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10
partnership to create 500 residency positions (Rounds), Jul p 15
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 32–37
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 22–26

Interpersonal Relations
friendly ties: Jacksonville OB-Gyn hopes rural docs and big centers can build collegiality (Profile), Sep p 48

Investors
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it’s not so easy, Dec pp 22–25
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Jackson, Brian
protections preserved; Supreme Court maintains liability suit immunity for university-employed physicians (Law), Jul pp 34–35

Johnson, Gertrude
lawsuit questions hospital employee’s firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct (Law), Nov pp 23–24

Johnson, Gregory R.
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov p 27 (photo)
Johnson, Gregory R. (continued)
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Juno, Russell J.
named chair of TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Jurisprudence
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 38–41
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent, Aug pp 42–43
is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 38–40
lawsuit questions hospital employee's firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners, Oct pp 26–27
protections preserved; Supreme Court maintains liability suit immunity for university-employed physicians (Law), Jul pp 34–35
punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct, Nov pp 23–24
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals, Dec pp 44–45
Texas fetal-remains disposal law nullified (Rounds), Nov pp 10–11
TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10
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Kahn, Jeffrey
MIPS mayhem?, Oct pp 24–25
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39

Keller, Andy
[Hurricane Harvey impact on mental health], Aug p 22

Kelsey, M.P.
lasting safety precautions come from disaster (Looking Back), Oct p 9 (Pulse)

Kempema, James
Travis County STAR Flight's medical director (Q&A), 24–25 (photo)

Keogue, Karen C.
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34

Key, Sam N.
stuck on grass burrs (Looking Back), Aug p 8 (Pulse)

Khator, Renu
Houston students to receive full med school ride (Rounds), Sep p 13

Kim, Thomas
telemedicine: next steps; TMA stresses payment problems as universities work to leverage technology (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 34–35
Thomas Kim, MD: internist, psychiatrist, telehealth advocate (Q&A), Dec pp 14, 15 (photo)

King, Ken
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Kleiman, Neal
a gentle role model: medicine mourns the death of revered cardiologist Mark Hausknecht (Profile), Oct p 48

Koop, Linda
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Kotaki, Rouzbeh
alternate delegate to AMA house (Rounds), Jan p 19

Kraft, Colleen
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep p 26

Kridel, Cheryl
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Kridel, Russel
reelection to AMA Board of Trustees (Rounds), Aug p 16
supporting federal funding for hurricane relief (Rounds), Jan p 20
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 16

Kridel, Russell W.H.
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)
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a century of service; the TMA Alliance is celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2018, Mar p 43
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mapping morbidity; what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41
speak up: help improve state HPV vaccination rates (Rounds), Aug p 11 (photo)
whom we’re following (Pulse), Jun p 8

Lake County Medical Society (Eugene, Oregon) Provider Wellness Program, Apr p 10

LaRose, Jim
Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug pp 19 (photo), 20, 22

Laryngoscopes
artifact: anterior commissure direct laryngoscope and forceps (Looking Back), Aug p 8 (Pulse)

Law. See Jurisprudence; Legislation, medical

Lea, Tom
"The First Recorded Surgical Operation in North America: Cabeza de Vaca, 1535" (Looking Back), May p 6

Lee, Alexander
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun p 32 (photo)

LeFlore, Judy
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct p 30

Legal Issues. See Jurisprudence

Legislation
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44
Legislation, Medical
new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10
SB 11 at a glance, Mar p 29
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 26–29
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun p 22

Legislature, Texas
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training, Oct pp 28–31
capitol matters; TMA advocacy in the Texas legislature, Sep pp 32–35
decade-long funding for CHIP ends nervous uncertainty, Apr pp 16–17
evening out the scale; TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills, Nov pp 44–46
federal bill would limit opioid scripts for acute pain; pain doctors say three-day supply is arbitrary and inadequate, Jun pp 42–44
fixing Medicaid MCOs’ flaws; TMA offers potential solutions to grave managed care problems, Sep pp 32–34
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul pp 12–13
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns, Dec pp 40–43
the power of the profession (Editor’s Note), Dec p 2
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telemedicine: next steps; TMA stresses payment problems as universities work to leverage technology, Sep pp 34–35
TMA makes medicine’s case post-Harvey, Mar pp 44–45
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency, Aug pp 44–45
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medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12

Lemmon, Kenneth
[partnership with Douglas Curran], May pp 23–26

Leprosy
looking back: Texan among physicians who put their stamp on treating leprosy (Pulse), Mar p 6

Levine, Steve
as dedicated to Texas medicine as you (Editor’s Note), Sep p 2

Liability, Legal
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 14–21
Liability, Legal (continued)
"keep them from harm and injustice"?
(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp 26–27
protections preserved; Texas Supreme Court maintains liability suit immunity for university-employed physicians (Law), Jul pp 34–35
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals (Law), Dec pp 44–45
the top 5 issues that get physicians sued (Pulse), Jul p 8
"we don't want to go back to those days, ever." (James Duerr Profile), Jul p 48
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battling burnout; some quarters of organized medicine offer physicians tools, outlets for their frustration, Apr p 10
Liberty HealthShare
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug pp 31–32
Licensure, Medical
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 16–21
a flood of new physicians, 2003–2017, Sep p 18
TMA: TMB should stop hiding experts' reviews of complaints (Rounds), Jun pp 12–13
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 22–26
welcome to the neighborhood, Doctor. We're glad you're here (Editor's Note), Nov p 2
Life Expectancy
remembering the tailwinds; think of the good things in medicine, too (Commentary), Apr p 14
the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27
U.S. life expectancy continues to drop (Pulse), Mar p 4
Livingston, Jared
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan p 44
Lockhart, Asa
drug shortages as urgent public health crisis (Rounds), Aug pp 15–16
reelection to AMA Council on Medical Service (Rounds), Aug p 16
Looking Back
artifact: doctor's bag, Sep p 5 (photo)
the beginnings of a model medical education (Pulse), Nov p 7
explorer paved way for surgery in Texas, May p6
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out of the shadows: Lubbock physicians shine a light on sex trafficking and get victims needed care, Jun pp 46–47 (photo)
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fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35 (photo)
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Mackert, Michael
staying vigilant in an ever-changing digital world (Rounds), Mar pp 20 (photo)
MACRA (Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015)
Congress asks, TMA delivers: 50 ways to fix Medicare (Rounds), Jun pp 13–15
MACRA corner: easy steps to avoid a Medicare QPP penalty (Rounds), Mar p 22
MACRA (continued)
MACRA corner: TMA wants to hear from you on the QPP (Rounds), Apr p 22
MACRA: three years after (Pulse), May p 13
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opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec pp 41–42
Magee, Kevin P.
joins TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)
Magoon, Sheila
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21 (photo)
Maintenance of Certification (MOC). See Certification
Makary, Marty
the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr p 44
Managed Care Programs
fixing Medicaid MCOs' flaws; TMA offers potential solutions to grave managed care problems (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 32–34
Mangla, Anil
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 34–35, 36 (photo)
Manusov, Eron
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun p 33
Marcus, Howard
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 16–17
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in the market for fresh marketing ideas (Looking Back), Sep p 5
Marks, Elena
[Hurricane Harvey impact on mental health], Aug pp 21–22
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is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 39–40 (photo)
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clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun p 33 (photo)
Martin, Dieter
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas' ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41
Martinez, Orlando
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32
Martinez, Robert David
appointment to Texas Medical Board (Rounds), Aug p 12 (photo)
Mass Casualty Incidents
Jorge Alvarez, cardiologist [as care provider at Boston Marathon bombing] (Q&A), Apr pp 28–29 (photo)
Massingill, G. Sealy
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)
Matchett, J.F.
physicians in the dark on yellow fever (Looking Back), Jul p 6
Maternal Health
mapping morbidity; what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41
Maternal Health Congress, TMA
finding ways to save new moms; TMA's Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38
Maternal Mortality
delegates direct TMA to end Texas maternal deaths (Imaging), Jul pp 29, 31
finding ways to save new moms; TMA's Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38
saving Texas mothers' lives possible, report shows (Rounds), Oct pp 15–16
Mattox, Ken
Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 16
McAneny, Barbara L.
on transparency in drug pricing (Rounds), Jan pp 20–21
McCormick, Joseph
addressing health disparities: knowing neighborhoods’ specific needs a step toward improving care (Commentary), Feb pp 14–16

McCoy, Dan
Blue Cross Texas chief: we’re all on the "dark side" (Rounds), Mar p 21

McLarty, Lindsay
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun p 25
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corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas’ ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 38, 40–41

MD Medical Group
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27

Measles
talk to patients about measles; disease once eliminated in U.S. reappears, Apr pp 33–34

Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccine
talk to patients about measles; disease once eliminated in U.S. reappears, Apr p 43

Medicaid
[1115 Medicaid Transformation Waiver], Feb p 30
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27
fixing Medicaid MCOs' flaws: TMA offers potential solutions to grave managed care problems (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 32–34
Lee Ann Pearse: a voice for the voiceless (Profile), Aug p 48
Medicaid credentialing made simple [TMA partnership with TAHP], Jan pp 46–47
by the numbers: Medicaid value-based payment successes, Jul pp 18–19
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21
TMA calls on feds to protect Medicaid patients’ access to tests (Rounds), Sep p 10
TMA: Medicaid patients could lose access to clinical tests (Rounds), Jul p 14
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45

Medical Errors
"keep them from harm and injustice"? (Commentary), Oct pp 4–5
response to "Keep them from harm and injustice" (Letter), Dec p 6
the risk of speaking up; whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp 44–47

Medical Malpractice and Tort Reform Act of 2003
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep p 16

Medical Records
[destruction of medical records] (Pulse), Jan p 10
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
Q&A: who owns the actual physical and/or electronic version of a patient's medical record? (Pulse), May p 10

Medically Underserved Areas
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 32–34
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 18–20
how do Texas specialties stack up? (Pulse), Jun p 8
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word’s osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio’s poorest communities, Nov pp 34–39

Medicare. See also MACRA (Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015)
CMS delays dramatic payment changes (Rounds), Dec p 8
Congress asks, TMA delivers: 50 ways to fix Medicare (Rounds), Jun pp 13–15
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct pp 21–25
four levels, one payment rate, Oct p 23
Medicare patients should have received new ID cards (Pulse), Dec p 5
new options for Medicare’s 2019 QPP (Rounds), Nov p 8
physician, Medicare payments steadily dropping (Pulse), Jan p 6
review your Medicare quality scores before Oct. 1 (Rounds), Sep p 10
Medicare (continued)
TMA: Medicaid patients could lose access to clinical tests (Rounds), Jul p 14
[TMA recommendations for improvement] (Pulse), Nov p 4
Medicare Advantage Health Plans
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33
Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP)
mariage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21
Mehta, Sejal S.
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 21 (photo), 23
Meijer, Karim
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 39, 42
Memorial Hermann Health System (Houston)
lawsuit questions hospital employee's firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct (Law), Nov pp 23–24
Menendez, Isabel
TMA makes medicine's case post-Harvey, Mar pp 44–45
Mengistu, Yonas
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec p 43
Meningococcal Infections
talk to patients about, Jul p 46
Men's Health
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov pp 26–28
Mental Health Services
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 31–32
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40–43
mental health: a collective call to action (Commentary), Feb p 4
state awards grants, creates ombudsman to boost mental health services (Rounds), Aug p 12
Texas counties without a psychiatrist, Nov p 42
Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS).
See also Quality Payment Program (QPP)
addressing health disparities: knowing neighborhoods' specific needs a step toward improving care (Commentary), Feb p 8
don't have a MIPS meltdown: options for help, Sep p 38
file an appeal by Oct. 1, Sep p 39
get a pass on MIPS EHR category (Rounds), Dec p 9
MIPS mayhem?, Oct pp 24–25
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39
review your Medicare quality scores before Oct. 1 (Rounds), Sep p 10
[scoring and performance feedback], Sep p 37 streamlined payment options (Rounds), Oct p 16
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17
Metzner, Michael
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best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey's Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48
Microscopy
artifact: Spencer microscope (Looking Back) (Pulse), Jun p 10
to see the smallest objects took big vision (Looking Back) (Pulse), Jun p 10
Military Medicine
fighting on two fronts; the only female Texas physician to serve in World War I broke barriers in more ways than one, Aug pp 36–39
Miller, Harold
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec p 21
Milligan, Maureen
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 32, 34, 35
Information, Misleading
staying vigilant in an ever-changing digital world (Rounds), Mar pp 20–21
Mitchell, Li-Yu
receives TMA Health Hero award (Pulse), Aug p 4 (photo)
M’Laughlin, J.W.
to see the smallest objects took big vision (Looking Back) (Pulse), Jun p 10
Models, Anatomic
artifacts: wax moulages (Looking Back), Nov p 7 (Pulse)
the beginnings of a model medical education (Looking Back), Nov p 7 (Pulse)
Mohr, Thomas
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word’s osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio’s poorest communities, Nov p 38
Mojezati, Christine
running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May pp 40–43
Molokwu, Jennifer
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
Monday, Kim
opioid overreach? state, retail pharmacy policies prompt scope-of-practice concerns (Legislative Affairs), Dec pp 42–43 (photo)
Morphine
the morphine access gap, Apr p 40
Morrison, Jed
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas’ ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 40–41
Mortality
the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27
Moses, Charles
the way back; lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey’s wrath, Aug pp 27–28 (photo)
Mosier, Nina
physicians inspire new TMAF programs (Pulse), Jul p 4
Mosquito Vectors
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25
Moss, Jesse Jr.
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov p 27 (photo)
Mouton, Charles
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov p 26 (photo)
Moy, Clifford
farewell from AMA house Texas delegation (Rounds), Jan p 19
state house call: a physician voice in the legislature (Imaging), Sep p 31
Murine Typhus
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25
Murray, Matt
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun p 28
Mustaches
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov pp 26–28
Mutore, Kevin
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 32–34 (photo)
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Nair, Lekshmi
receives TMA Health Hero award (Pulse), Aug p 4 (photo)
Naloxone
[Cardenas on naloxone use and availability] (Pulse), Jun p 6
Narcotic Antagonists
[Cardenas on naloxone use and availability] (Pulse), Jun p 6
TMA weighs in on guideline for opioid-antagonist prescriptions (Rounds), May pp 18–19
National Basketball Association (NBA)
this surgeon [David R. Schmidt] puts broken spurs back in the NBA saddle (Profile), Jun pp 18–19 (photo)
National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN)
medical associations challenge nursing boards council (Rounds), Jul pp 13–14
National School of Tropical Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine
diploma in tropical medicine, Jun p 24
National Task Force on Quality Nurse Practitioner Education (NTF)
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31
Neavel, Celia
[featured on cover of Texas Medicine], Aug p 40 (photo)
[team-based approach to suicide prevention], Nov p 19
Nelson, Jane
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan p 34
Neoplasms
incidence and mortality in Texas, Feb pp 34–35
talk to patients about HPV; the vaccine can stop deadly cancers, Mar p 46
Nerve Block
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 38–42
Neuman, Tanner
rural residencies: Texas Tech’s rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec p 34 (photo), Dec pp 37
Newmark, Michael
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May p 34
Nielsen, Jennifer
dreams do come true; a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37
Nilasena, David
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break ( Rounds), Feb p 17
Noel, Richard L.
joins TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 ( Rounds)
Nurse Anesthetists
does hospital plan to give CRNAs autonomy? ( Rounds), Sep pp 10–11
Nutrition
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes to better understand their patients’ health problems, May p 45
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prevalence of self-reported obesity among U.S. adults by state and territory (Pulse), Nov p 4
the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27
Office of Civil Rights (OCR)
HIPAA: emailing and texting patients, Jun p 29
Oliveira, Rene
running off the enemy: following primary success, TEXPAC works to give more medicine-friendly candidates final nudge to November, May pp 40–43 (photo)
Oliverson, Tom
a gentle role model: medicine mourns the death of revered cardiologist Mark Hausknecht (Profile), Oct p 48
Opiate Substitution Treatment
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid battle ( Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
Opioid Antagonists. See Narcotic Antagonists
Opioids. See Analgesics, Opioid
OptumCare
[as medical practice investor], Dec pp 23–24
Oral Health
something to chew on: oral health in Texas ( Rounds), Apr pp 24, 27
Orphan Drug Production
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42–45
Ortique, Carla
finding ways to save new moms: TMA’s Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas’ maternal mortality rate, May p 36
Osborn, James D.
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)
Osler Medical Group ACO
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21
Owens, Mark
the way back; lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey’s wrath, Aug pp 27–28 (photo)
Pahlavan, Sogol
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 26–27

Pain Clinics
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44

Palivizumab
make sure you prescribe properly for RSV (Rounds), Nov pp 10–11

Papa, Frank
can Texas do death better? [Texas Electronic Register], Jan p 31 (photo)

Paredes, Raymund
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 33, 34

Parker, Ramona Ann
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 36 (photo), 37

Parkland Center for Clinical Innovation (PCCI)
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 19–20

Parnell, Wendy C.
named secretary of TMA Insurance Trust board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Partap, Anu
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35 (photo)

Paschal, Frank
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)

Pastner, Bruce
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case; TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43

Patient Acceptance of Health Care
the people in population health: to improve Texas' overall well-being, all Texans must be able to choose well (Commentary), Feb p 6

Patient Advocacy
state awards grants, creates ombudsman to boost mental health services (Rounds), Aug p 12

Patient Centered Care
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21
response to "For overall health, there's no place like the medical home" (Texas Medicine Today) (Letter), Jun p 5

Patient Portals
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 29–30
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb p 47

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
ACA enrollment falls nationwide and in Texas (Pulse), Jun p 6
decade-long funding for CHIP ends nervous uncertainty, Apr pp 16–17
TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10
TMA: keep short-term insurance short, Aug p 31

Patient-Physician Advocacy Committee, TMA
is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 38–40

Patrick, Dan
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45

Patsner, Bruce
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan pp 39

Patt, Debra
"Movember": mustaches for men's health (Imaging), Nov p 26 (photo)
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing "fail-first" drug programs, Nov pp 30–33 (photo)

Paxton, Ken
TMA asks AMA to stay out of Affordable Care Act suit (Rounds), Aug p 10

Pearse, Lee Ann
a voice for the voiceless (Profile), Aug p 48

Pediatric Obesity
Stephen J. Pont, MD: medical director, Department of State Health Services
Office of Science and Population Health (Q&A), May p 48

Pediatricians
- new law means more Texas pediatricians (Rounds), Dec p 10

Peer Review, Health Care
- lawsuit questions hospital employee's firing (Rounds), Sep pp 11–13
- punching back: hospital system sued again over alleged peer review misconduct (Law), Nov pp 23–24

Perkins, Crystal Kay
- partisanship question draws divided answers, Jan p 37 (photo)

Perkins, George
- the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 38–39 (photo)

Perkins, Jennifer
- state house call: a physician voice in the legislature (Imaging), Sep p 31

Perkins v. Skapek
- protections preserved; Supreme Court maintains liability suit immunity for university-employed physicians (Law), Jul pp 34–35

Perl, Trish
- vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42, 43 (photo)

Perry, Charles
- Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar p 28

Perry, M. Scott
- oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34

Persaud, Donna
- remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul p 20

Peterson, Mary Dale
- remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21

Phatak, Darshan
- legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp 26–27

Philip, Tina
- a stronger voice for women: event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec pp 29–30

Phillips, Billy Jr.
- telemedicine: next steps; TMA stresses payment problems as universities work to leverage technology (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 34–35

Phillips-Madson, Robyn
- on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 34–39 (photo)

Pho, Kevin
- whom we're following (Pulse), Jan p 4 (photo)

Physical Fitness
- for basic overall health, take it one foot at a time (Editor's Note), May p 2
- the low-down on high fitness (Pulse), Sep p 4

Physician Assistants
- financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 23–27
- physician assistants consider name change (Rounds), Aug pp 11–12
- rules of delegation, Sep p 26

Physician Shortage. See Health Workforce

Physician-Patient Communications
- [anecdotes in] (Pulse), Apr p 4

Physician-Patient Relations
- four strategies to reduce no-shows (Pulse), Jul p 4
- three tips for caring for difficult patients, Oct p 10 (Pulse)
- your behavior is just as important as your patients' (Editor's Note), Oct pp 2

Physicians
- analyst: Washington views docs as "part of the problem" (Rounds), Mar p 18

Physicians, Family
- rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 32–37 (photo)
Physicians, Primary Care
a deepening shortage: the supply of primary care physicians is not keeping up with the demand, Dec p 38

Physicians, Women
on covers of Texas Medicine, Aug pp 40–41 (photos)
fighting on two fronts; the only female Texas physician to serve in World War I broke barriers in more ways than one, Aug pp 36–39
a stronger voice for women; event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec pp 28–30
"women don't do that" [profile of Linda Hughes], Jan p 48 (photo)

Physicians Foundation
"2016 Survey of America's Physicians" on physician morale, Apr pp 10, 12
by the numbers: physician survey on state of medicine (Pulse), Dec p 5
sound off on the state of medicine (Rounds), May p 17

Pike, Susan M.
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Pinckard, J. Keith
Q&A on coroners and medical examiners, Mar pp 30–31 (photo)

Pitts, Debbie
joins TMA Foundation board of trustees (Newsmakers), Dec p 12 (Rounds)

Pneumococcal Infections
talk to patients about pneumococcal disease, Jun p 48

Pojman, Joe
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 28–29

Political Activism
Lee Ann Pearse: a voice for the voiceless (Profile), Aug p 48
look to your past to know where you're going: ailment-plagued childhood helped set medical student's path (Profile), May pp 14–15
partisanship question draws divided answers, Jan p 37
Texas physicians advised to step up involvement in campaigns, Jan p 36
TMA advocacy retreat (Imaging), Jan pp 36–37

Pont, Stephen J.
Stephen J. Pont, MD: medical director, Department of State Health Services Office of Science and Population Health (Q&A), May p 48

Population Health
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 28–32
MD Anderson's population health approaches to cancer prevention, Feb pp 34–40
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 42–51
the people in population health: to improve Texas' overall well-being, all Texans must be able to choose well (Commentary), Feb p 6
population health informatics, Feb pp 43–49
population health: it's not exactly a jungle out there (Editor's Note), Feb p 2
population health management: the power of physician leaders (Commentary), Feb pp 12–13
snapshot of Texas' health in 2017 (Pulse), Mar p 8
the state of health in Texas: creativity, collaboration needed to reduce the growing burden of chronic disease, Feb pp 21–27
symposium, Feb pp 21–51

Portman, Rob
federal bill would limit opioid scripts for acute pain; pain doctors say three-day supply is arbitrary and inadequate, Jun pp 42–44

Powell, Dan
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 17–21 (photo)

Practice Management, Medical
battling burnout: some quarters of organized medicine offer physicians tools, outlets for their frustration, Apr pp 10–13
can practices require employees to get a flu shot?, Oct p 43
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? It's not so easy, Dec pp 22–25
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 26–30
Practice Management, Medical (continued)
the edge of success: TMA PracticeEdge helps
ACO save nearly $2 million, Mar p 10
four strategies to reduce no-shows (Pulse), Jul
p 4
[goals for investor negotiations], Dec pp 24–25
Medicaid credentialing made simple [TMA
partnership with TAHP], Jan pp 46–47
seal up your leaking revenue pipeline (Pulse),
May p 4
tip: did that employee quit, or did you fire her?
(Pulse), Jan p 6
[venture capital investment justifications], Dec
pp 23–24
what to do when employees steal: medical
practices are a ripe target for
embezzlement, Sep pp 28–30
your goal for 2019: stronger practice
operations, Dec p 23
Preceptorship
advanced education? TMA pushes state for
standards in APRN clinical training
(Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31
Premier Family Physicians
capital gains: can physicians line up venture
capital without letting go of their
independence? it's not so easy, Dec p 25
Prenatal Diagnosis
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas'
stubborn rates of congenital infections,
Jul pp 42–44
Prescription Drug Diversion
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA
concerned about proposed clinic
inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44 (photo)
Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PMP)
email from state PMP legitimate, TMA can
confirm (Rounds), May pp 17–18
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid
battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
prescribe controlled substances? the times
they are a-changing (Rounds), Oct p 14
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids,
Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative
Affairs), Aug pp 44–45
Preventive Health Services
"Movember": mustaches for men's health
(Imaging), Nov pp 26–28
Price, Four
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid
battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12

medicine defends friends in party primaries
and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20
state awards grants, creates ombudsman to
boost mental health services (Rounds),
Aug p 12
Primary Health Care
front line: using primary care to prevent
suicide, Nov pp 17–21
Prior Authorization
physicians: prior authorizations an
overwhelming burden (Pulse), May p 8
Professional Corporations
corporate encroachment: recent complaints
suggest threats to Texas' ban on
corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41
pattern of complaints against, Jul p 38
TMA delegates act to protect hospital-
employed physicians, Jul p 40
Professional Misconduct
protections preserved: Supreme Court
maintains liability suit immunity for
university-employed physicians (Law),
Jul pp 34–35
the risk of speaking up: whistleblowing may be
ethical, but physician protections for it
could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp
44–47
TMA: TMB should stop hiding experts' reviews
of complaints (Rounds), Jun pp 12–13
your behavior is just as important as your
patients' (Editor's Note), Oct pp 2
Project Access Tarrant County (PATC)
receives first TMA Foundation matching grant,
Jan p 10 (photo)
Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA)
TMA calls on feds to protect Medicaid patients'
access to tests (Rounds), Sep p 10
TMA: Medicaid patients could lose access to
clinical tests (Rounds), Jul p 14
Pruitt, Spencer
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan p
32 (photo)
Psychiatry
is psychiatry cool again? more residents
choosing the specialty could mean good
news for statewide shortages, Nov pp
40–43
Public Health
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes
to better understand their patients'
health problems, May pp 44–45
Public Health (continued)
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul pp 42–44
diseases on the rise: infectious diseases a growing problem for Texas physicians, Oct pp 34–35
diseases on the rise: some are new, some are staging a comeback, Sep pp 40–41
finding ways to save new moms: TMA's Maternal Health Congress looks for answers to Texas' maternal mortality rate, May pp 36–38
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids; is it possible?, Apr pp 38–40, 42
getting ahead of the flu: the 2017–18 season was one of the worst in recent years; can physicians make the next one better?, Oct pp 42–45
Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug p 21
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 28–32
mapping morbidity; what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41
out of the shadows: Lubbock physicians shine a light on sex trafficking and get victims needed care, Jun pp 46–47
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp 32–34
Stephen J. Pont, MD: medical director, Department of State Health Services Office of Science and Population Health (Q&A), May p 48
stillbirth still a problem in Texas: new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that's difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct pp 36–39
understanding the language of public health: improving patient outcomes, communities, and doctors themselves (Commentary), Feb pp 14–16
vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42–45
Public Health Informatics
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 42–51
Public Health Surveillance
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21–25
Public Opinion
most Texans – including staunch Republicans – back vaccinations for school kids (Rounds), Oct pp 16, 18
Q
Quality Payment Program (QPP). See also Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS)
Congress asks, TMA delivers: 50 ways to fix Medicare (Rounds), Jun pp 13–15
key changes to QPP in 2018: what you need to know (Rounds), Feb pp 17–18
MACRA corner: easy steps to avoid a Medicare QPP penalty (Rounds), Mar p 22
MACRA corner: TMA wants to hear from you on the QPP (Rounds), Apr p 22
MIPS mayhem?, Oct pp 24–25
new options for Medicare's 2019 QPP (Rounds), Nov p 8
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39
review your Medicare quality scores before Oct. 1 (Rounds), Sep p 10
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17
understanding the QPP: a first-year refresher (Rounds), Jan pp 21–22
R
Ratcliff, Taylor
appointment to state Advisory Council on Emergency Medical Services (Newsmakers), Nov p 12
Rather, Robin
a stronger voice for women: event brings together leaders to improve the standing of female physicians in TMA, Dec p 28
Ratner, Ian
stillbirth still a problem in Texas: new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that's difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct pp 36–39 (photo)
Realini, Janet
receives American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology Distinguished Service
Award (Newsmakers), Jun p 13

Reardon, Julie
[featured on cover of Texas Medicine], Aug p
41 (photo)

Red, Samuel C.
"Movember": mustaches for men's health
(Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)

Regenerative Medicine
stem cell therapy recommendations ok'd
(Rounds), Nov pp 8, 10

Reimbursement, Incentive
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse
new policy allowing "fail-first" drug
programs, Nov pp 30–33

Reimbursement Mechanisms
evening out the scale: TMA gears up for
another legislative battle over surprise
bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46

Reininger, Belinda
addressing health disparities: knowing
neighborhoods’ specific needs a step
toward improving care (Commentary),
Feb pp 14–16

Religion
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health
care-sharing ministries puts Texas
Medical Association on alert, Aug pp
30–32

Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infections
make sure you prescribe properly for RSV
(Rounds), Nov pp 10–11

Ressneck, Jack Jr.
legal examination: case tests lawsuit immunity
for medical examiners (Law), Oct pp
26–27

Resuscitation Orders
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-
hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 25–29
your pocket guide to Texas’ new DNR law
(Rounds), May p 20

Rice, Jim
what to do when employees steal: medical
practices are a ripe target for
embezzlement, Sep pp 28–30

Rio Grande Valley Health Alliance (RGVHA)
marijuana material: independent practices are
finding success in commitment to
accountable care organizations, Dec p
20

Risk Assessment
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop
child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul
pp 10–11

Risk Reduction Behavior
when talking to our patients about healthy
choices, hit ’em when it hurts (Editor’s
Note), Mar p 2

Roberts, William
Dallas surgeon leads hospital program that
gives transplant patients a fresh look at
their old heart (Q&A), Sep pp 8–9
(photo)

Robinson, E. Stevens
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter
Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Robinson, Sharon
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter
Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Robison, James T. "Paul"
artifacts: wax moulages (Looking Back), Nov p
7 (Pulse)

Rocco, Carmen
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment
models are making Medicaid more
patient-centered and more penny-wise,
Jul pp 16–21 (photo)

Rodriguez, Esdras
minority students awarded TMA scholarships
(photo), Jul p 32

Rogers, Robert
election 2018: continuing the fight; TEXPAC
supports medicine-minded candidates
in key primary races, Mar pp 36–39
medicine defends friends in party primaries
and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20
medicine-friendly candidates win primary
runoff elections (Rounds), Jul pp 12–13
partisanship question draws divided answers,
Jan p 37 (photo)
running off the enemy: following primary
success, TEXPAC works to give more
medicine-friendly candidates final
nudge to November, May pp 40–43

Rosales, Sindi
oversold? will cannabis oil live up to its hype
for epilepsy patients in Texas?, May pp
32–34

Roy, Avik
analyst: Washington views docs as "part of the
problem" (Rounds), Mar p 18 (photo)

Rubella
talk to patients about, Dec p 47
Ruiz, Anastasia
is psychiatry cool again? more residents choosing the specialty could mean good news for statewide shortages, Nov pp 40 (photo), 42

Rural Health Services
clinic in the colonias: student-run clinic helps the medically underserved while educating future physicians, Jun pp 32–34
friendly ties: Jacksonville OB-Gyn hopes rural docs and big centers can build collegiality (Profile), Sep p 48
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb pp 28–32
rural residencies: Texas Tech's rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 32–37

S
Sachdev, Ravi
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it's not so easy, Dec p 25
Saenz, Alvaro
financial squeeze: low Medicaid pay has Dallas clinics turning to midlevels to cut costs, raising quality concerns, Sep pp 24
San Antonio Spurs
this surgeon [David R. Schmidt] puts broken spurs back in the NBA saddle (Profile), Jun pp 18–19 (photo)
Sanchez, Eduardo
the code of life: physicians can use ZIP codes to better understand their patients' health problems, May pp 44–45
Santos, George Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug pp 20–21
Sawani, Ali
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 34–39 (photo)
Sayers, Bryan
battling burnout: some quarters of organized medicine offer physicians tools, outlets for their frustration, Apr pp 10–13
Schade, C. M.
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 38

Schade, C.M.
questions abound: pain doctors, TMA concerned about proposed clinic inspection rules, Jan pp 42–44 (photo)
Schadlow, Melinda Garcia
out of the shadows: Lubbock physicians shine a light on sex trafficking and get victims needed care, Jun pp 46–47 (photo)
Schleuse, William
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)
Schmidt, David R.
this surgeon puts broken spurs back in the NBA saddle (Profile), Jun pp 18–19 (photo)
Schools, Medical
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 32–35
female first-year enrollments at Texas medical schools (Pulse), Apr p 4
on a medical mission: Incarnate Word's osteopathic medical school is changing how medicine is taught while helping San Antonio's poorest communities, Nov pp 34–39
new school challenges, Nov pp 38–39
new Texas medical schools, Jan p 33
physician shortage prompts new medical schools, Nov p37
THECB approves new medical schools (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9
Schultz, Dean Allen
changing the conversation: Texas physicians adjust to electronic communication, Jun pp 26–30
the results are in: physicians finally see how they fared in first year of MIPS program, Sep pp 36–39
Schwartz, Charles
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35
medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20
[sponsorship of Senate Bill 1066 on graduate medical education], Jan p 34
Secrest, Leslie H.
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 17–21
gala to celebrate the TMA Foundation's 25th anniversary (Rounds), Feb pp 18–19
Secrest, Leslie H. *(continued)*
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32
save the date for the TMA Foundation's 2019 gala, Oct p 10 (Pulse)

science teachers recognized for excellence in teaching, Jul p 32 (photo)

Texans share lessons of Harvey (Rounds), Jan p 18
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)

Seija, Luis
look to your past to know where you're going: ailment-plagued childhood helped set medical student's path (Profile), May pp 14–15
regional delegate to AMA house (Rounds), Jan p 19

Self-Employment
self-employed vs. employed pay gap narrows (Pulse), Sep p 4

Sex Trafficking. See Human Trafficking

Sexually Transmitted Diseases
diseases on the rise: some are new, some are staging a comeback, Sep pp 40–41

Shah, Alpesh
a gentle role model: medicine mourns the death of revered cardiologist Mark Hausknecht (Profile), Oct p 48

Shah, Neha
gala to celebrate the TMA Foundation's 25th anniversary (Rounds), Feb pp 18–19 (photo)

Shah, Umair A.
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun p 25

Shaheen, Noel
dreams do come true: a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37

Shaw, Umair
Hurricane Harvey one year later, Aug pp 20–21
Sheffield, J.D.
endorsement by TEXPAC, Mar pp 36–37

medicine defends friends in party primaries and wins big (Rounds), Apr p 20

Sheppard, Celeste
stillbirth still a problem in Texas: new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that's difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct pp 36–39

Shiraz, Aaron
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr pp 38–42

Shortage of Physicians. See Health Workforce

Shuford, Jennifer A.
getting ahead of the flu: the 2017–18 season was one of the worst in recent years; can physicians make the next one better?, Oct pp 42–45 (photo)

Siegel, Jane
[featured on cover of *Texas Medicine*], Aug p 41 (photo)

swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 21 (photo), 22–25

vaccines on a shelf: vaccines in development for diseases in Texas and beyond often sit around untested, Sep pp 42, 44

Simmons, Stacey
is your board certification safe? even a minor disciplinary order could pose risks (Law), Jun pp 38–40

Smith, Ashbel
a building falls, but TMA stands tall (Pulse), May p 4

Smith, Charlotte
what to do when employees steal: medical practices are a ripe target for embezzlement, Sep pp 28–29

Smith, Q.C.
a compound debate (Looking Back), Dec p 4

Smith, Reggie
medicine-friendly candidates win primary runoff elections (Rounds), Jul p 12

Smith, Steven L.
sharing is caring? confusion surrounding health care-sharing ministries puts Texas Medical Association on alert, Aug p 32

Smith, Valerie Borum
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35

Social Media
letting ZDOGG off the chain, Apr pp 31–35 (photo)

Marshall Stein, M.D.: Texas Medical Association Facebook takeover (Imaging), Apr pp 18–19

measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb p 48
Social Media (continued)
whom we’re following: Wendy Sue Swanson (Pulse), Jul p 8
Sorings, Randall
are you experienced? TMA weighs in on informed consent, Jan p 40
Sorrels, Randall
high court sides with medicine in nondisclosure case: TMA fights to spare physicians from additional requirements not part of informed consent (Law), Aug pp 42–43
Spann, Stephen
does Texas need more medical schools?, Jan pp 34–35
Specialties, Medical
how do Texas specialties stack up? (Pulse), Jun p 8
Spencer, Kevin
capital gains: can physicians line up venture capital without letting go of their independence? it’s not so easy, Dec p 25 (photo)
Sponsel, Charles
rural residencies: Texas Tech’s rural training track brings more physicians to small towns, Dec pp 36–37
Sports Medicine
this surgeon [David R. Schmidt] puts broken spurs back in the NBA saddle (Profile), Jun pp 18–19 (photo)
Sprouse, David
marriage material: independent practices are finding success in commitment to accountable care organizations, Dec pp 16–21
Squibb, E.R.
artifact: glass chloroform bottle (Looking Back), Dec p 4 (photo)
St. David’s HealthCare
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas’ ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41
Stein, Marshall
Marshall Stein, M.D.: Texas Medical Association Facebook takeover (Imaging), Apr pp 18–19
Stem Cells
stem cell therapy recommendations ok’d (Rounds), Nov pp 8, 10
Step Therapy
state step therapy measure a key win for TMA, Nov p 32
too big a step? medicine urges CMS to reverse new policy allowing “fail-first” drug programs, Nov pp 30–33
Steward, Todd
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas’ ban on corporate practice, Jul p 36
Stewart, Clayton
evening out the scale: TMA gears up for another legislative battle over surprise bills (Legislative Affairs), Nov pp 44–46
Stief, Ken
Fort Worth physician uses statistics to stop child abuse before it occurs (Q&A), Jul pp 10–11
Stillbirth
by the numbers: stillbirth and maternal care in the United States, Oct p 37
[TMA Committee on Reproductive, Women’s, and Perinatal Health recommendations], Oct pp 36–39
TMA recommendations on, Oct p 38
Strate, Susan M.
TMAF major donors recognized at TMA Winter Conference, Mar p 17 (photo)
Strickland, Paul
the right to fight: windstorm case threatens to blow away attorney-client protections for physicians and other professionals (Law), Dec pp 44–45
Struck, Walter
explorer paved way for surgery in Texas (Looking Back), May p 6
Students, Medical
dreams do come true: a group of El Paso medical students has spent the last year bringing magical moments to sick kids (photo), Apr pp 36–37
female first-year enrollments at Texas medical schools (Pulse), Apr p 4
look to your past to know where you’re going: ailment-plagued childhood helped set medical student’s path (Profile), May pp 14–15
physician voices: student notes (Pulse), Apr p 8
unmatched talent: TMA not ready for alternative licensing path for
unmatched medical graduates, Jul pp 22–26

Substance-Related Disorders
fighting opioid abuse with science (Rounds), Aug p 14
"the future" of pain treatment? a Fort Worth anesthesiology group is working toward eliminating opioids: is it possible?, Apr p 42
legislators: MAT presents challenges in opioid battle (Rounds), Dec pp 11–12
Texas gets $46 million to fight opioid abuse (Rounds), Dec pp 10–11
working the Capital: TMA weighs in on opioids, Medicaid, cost transparency (Legislative Affairs), Aug pp 44–45

Suicide
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov pp 17–21
[increasing rates], Nov pp 17–18
[legislative reforms improving mental health care], Nov p 21
physicians not immune, Nov p 18
screening for suicide, Nov p 21
[shortage of psychiatrists], Nov pp 18–20
suicide prevention resources, Nov p 20
suicide statistics, Nov p 19
team-based approach to prevention, Nov pp 19–20
three ways physicians can stop suicides (Pulse), Aug p 6

Sulfanilamide
lasting safety precautions come from disaster, Oct p 9 (Pulse)

Sullivan, Kent
Blue Cross to put off HMO emergency coverage policy until August (Rounds), Jul p 12

Surgical Equipment
artifact: anterior commissure direct laryngoscope and forceps (Looking Back), Aug p 8 (Pulse)
civil war postmortem surgical case (Looking Back), Feb p 52

Surveys and Questionnaires
can 34,616 physicians be wrong about MOC? (Rounds), Sep p 13
sound off on the state of medicine (Rounds), May p 17

Swanson, Wendy Sue
whom we’re following (Pulse), Jul p 8

Swenson, Karen
stillbirth still a problem in Texas; new TMA recommendations help physicians with a problem that's difficult medically and devastating emotionally, Oct pp 36–39 (photo)

Sykes, Mellick
"Movember": mustaches for men’s health (Imaging), Nov p 28 (photo)

Syphilis
[increase in, 2001–2016], Sep p 41

Syphilis, Congenital
congenital conundrum: physicians fight Texas' stubborn rates of congenital infections, Jul p 42

T
Tapia, Shannon
cornered; proposed Medicare fee overhaul could box in doctors, Oct p 25 (photo)

TeamHealth
corporate encroachment: recent complaints suggest threats to Texas' ban on corporate practice, Jul pp 36–41

Telemedicine
front line: using primary care to prevent suicide, Nov p 21
improving health in hard-to-reach communities: demonstration models of public health delivery in rural East and West Texas communities, Feb p 32
measuring and managing population health: information and communication tools, Feb pp 47–48
telemedicine: next steps; TMA stresses payment problems as universities work to leverage technology (Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 34–35
Thomas Kim, MD: internist, psychiatrist, telehealth advocate (Q&A), Dec pp 14

Television
best of both worlds: surgical resident, Grey's Anatomy consultant blends the arts and medicine (Profile), Nov p 48

Terk, Jason
speak up: help improve state HPV vaccination rates (Rounds), Aug pp 10–11
staying vigilant in an ever-changing digital world (Rounds), Mar pp 18 (photo), 20–21 (photo)

Terminal Care
for end-of-life care, fresh challenges begin, Mar pp 24–29
Terminal Care (continued)
Senate Bill 11 brings new requirements for in-hospital DNR orders, Mar pp 24–29
Tesfaye, Eliora
minority students awarded TMA scholarships (photo), Jul p 32
Teuscher, David
TMA persuades CMS to give Harvey-affected physicians a break (Rounds), Feb p 17
the way back: lessons learned as practices emerge from Harvey's wrath, Aug pp 26–29, 27–28
Tew, Brian
the risk of speaking up: whistleblowing may be ethical, but physician protections for it could stand to improve (Law), Apr pp 46, 47 (photo)
Texas Alliance for Patient Access (TAPA)
coming of age: fifteen years later, Texas tort reforms have provided needed physician influx, Sep pp 16–21
protections preserved: Supreme Court maintains liability suit immunity for university-employed physicians (Law), Jul pp 34–35
Texas Association of Health Plans
Medicaid credentialing made simple [partnership with TMA], Jan pp 46–47
Texas Association of Health Plans (TAHP)
health plans sue TDI over surprise billing, Nov p 45
Texas Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)
addressing health disparities: knowing neighborhoods' specific needs a step toward improving care (Commentary), Feb pp 8, 10
Texas Board of Chiropractic Examiners (TCBE)
proposal would maintain unauthorized scope for chiropractors (Rounds), Oct p 14
Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops
support for SB 11, Mar p 29
Texas Christian University (TCU)
partnership to create 500 residency positions (Rounds), Jul p 15
THECB approves new medical schools (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9
Texas College of Emergency Physicians
Diana L. Fite award created (Rounds), Jun p 13
Texas Dental Association
friends and leaders: outgoing TMA, TDA presidents complete the latest step on "mirrored" journey, May pp 28–29 (photo)
Texas Department of Family and Protective Services
fostering change: can recent changes to Texas' child welfare system help make a broken system better?, Mar pp 32–35
Texas Department of Insurance (TDI)
health plans sue TDI over surprise billing, Nov p 45
Texas Department of State Health Services (DSHS)
immunization tracking service [ImmTrac2] improved (Rounds), Jun p 15
swat team: how is Texas coping with the deadly diseases that come from bugs?, Jun pp 20–25
Texas gets $46 million to fight opioid abuse (Rounds), Dec pp 10–11
Vital Statistics Section: TxEVER at TMA's winter conference, Jan p 30
Texas Electronic Register (TER)
can Texas do death better?, Jan pp 26–31
errors and skewing of death statistics, Jan pp 30–31
online death certificate form, Jan p 29
TxEVER at TMA's winter conference, Jan p 30
Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC)
Community Mental Health Grant Program (Rounds), Aug p 12
remodeling Medicaid: value-based payment models are making Medicaid more patient-centered and more penny-wise, Jul pp 16–21
state awards grants, creates ombudsman to boost mental health services (Rounds), Aug p 12
Texas gets $46 million to fight opioid abuse (Rounds), Dec pp 10–11
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
advanced education? TMA pushes state for standards in APRN clinical training (Legislative Affairs), Oct pp 28–31
THECB approves new medical schools (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9
Texas HPV Coalition
speak up: help improve state HPV vaccination rates (Rounds), Aug p 11
Texas Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Task Force
mapping morbidity: what ZIP codes can say about maternal health, Oct pp 40–41
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